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Dear XYZ

Please find our analysis on your Multi Concern Report.

We thank you for giving us this opportunity to analyse your birth chart. The accuracy of the
predictions depends on the accuracy of the time of birth given to us by you. Kindly note that as per
Vedic Astrology the stars will control only 75% of your life and the critical 25% will be your own
efforts. We wish you luck and pray to God that you overcome all obstacles in your life.

With Warm Regards
Dr. J N Pandey
Chief Astrologer
Team Cyber Astro
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Your Birth Details
Name

XYZ

Date Of Birth

DD/MM/YYYY

Time Of Birth

HH:MM:SS

Place of Birth

City, State, Country

Your Vedic Birth Chart
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Brief Description of Your Vedic Birth Chart

Your Ascendant (Janma Lagna)

Taurus

Your Vedic Sun Sign

Libra

Your Moon Sign (Janma Rashi)

Virgo

Your Birth Star (Janma Nakshatra)

Uttara Phalg. – 2nd Phase

Retrograde Planet/s

Jupiter

Combust Planet/s

None

Exalted Planet/s

None

Debilitated Planet/s

Sun
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Your Question Chart
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Our Answers to your Questions
 Your First Question:
My husband is going through tough financial, mental and career times, will this situation improve
and when?

 Our Answer:
Dear XYZ
It is our practice to analyze the exact period of the relevant question, through a Question Chart, in
the horary process and then have it confirmed through the inherent possibilities displayed by your
natal birth–chart, it being the relevant chart corresponding to the specific cosmic signature at the
time of your birth that holds good for the individual through one’s life.
I have analyzed the planetary configurations in the question chart as well as in the natal chart of
your husband with respect to your above question regarding improvement on his mental health,
financial and career front. However, the astrological signature in both the charts does not indicate
very favorable results regarding your question. Hence, I am not looking any great hope for the
improvement on the same in near future. So, I cannot pass more than 30% hope to you to have any
big expectation on the same. This is because, in the question chart, there is dual sign placed in the
ascendant as well as in the house of marriage where as lord of both the houses are placed in
retrograde motion and lord of ascendant Mercury is placed in its debilitated sign Pisces. Hence, this
astrological combination in question chart does not indicates much improvement in coming future
but it may take even worst shape in coming months. Though, there is a small indication for
improvement during the months of November and December 2018 but I cannot pass more than
30% hope for the same.
At the same time, according to the birth chart of your husband, at present, he is under the sub
period of Mars in the main period of Mercury from 4 th February 2018 to 31st January 2019, which
cannot be said a supportive period for improvement in current situation. Since, planet Mars is the
lord of his 2nd house and 7th house, which are called as Marak houses, it means a time period of
fatal house lord. Hence, during this period, he could be violent in his behavior and can take
extreme steps too. Not only this, due to having a strong Manglik influence in his horoscope, he
might try to break this married life also. In addition to this, if by the grace of GOD, he is going to
pass the time period of Mars, then after this, the sub period of Rahu from 1st February 2019 to 20th
August 2021 could also not support much to get improvement on mental, financial or on career
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front. More on this, he would come under the influence of Shani Dhaiya from January 2020 till
January 2023, which would also create further problems in his life. Hence, I am feeling bad but I
cannot pass you more than 30% hope to see improvement in his present situation, be it his career,
finance or his mental health.
Even then, you can hope for some betterment then only during the month of November and
December 2018 as per the combined indication of both the charts. if the same would take place.
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 Your second Question:

Will my husband and I get relief in our marriage problems? If yes, when? What I can do to
maintain peace and improve our life together?
 Our Answer:

Regarding your above question, I analysed in detail the planetary configurations in the question
chart as well as in your birth chart and in the birth chart of your husband. However, none of the
charts is indicating very favorable results to get relief in your married life in near future. This is
because the indication of question chart remains same as it has indicated for the answer of your
first question. So, we cannot hope much for the improvement or relief in marital problems.
I have already indicated above that as per the birth chart of husband, at present, the sub period of
Mars in the main period of Mercury from 4th February 2018 to 31st January 2019, could try to break
this marital relationship. He might adopt an aggressive approach and some time could be violent in
behavior because Mars could try to break married life due to strong Manglik influence in his
horoscope. Furthermore, he would be under the sub period of Rahu from till August 2021, which is
also not having sympathy with your married life and start of Shani Dhaiya from January 2020
could give worst shape to his mental health. Hence, as per his birth chart, you can hope for some
improvement on his health or relief in marital problems after August 2021 only.
At the same time, your birth chart is also not indicating much favorable situation in coming future
because the sub period of Ketu in main period of Rahu from 17 th July 2018 to 4th August 2019
could create lots of problem in married life. Since, planet Ketu creates confusion and
misunderstandings in relationship so, it might also tempt you to go out of this married life. Hence,
the period from July 2018 to January 2019 (when both of you would be under the influence of the
Mars and Ketu) could be a deciding time to the fate of your married life for coming future.
However, if this married life could survive till July 2019 then you can have little hope to sustain
the same for coming future. Even then, till August 2021 the challenges would be remain in married
life and you have to put your effort every day to take this married life forward.
Regarding your question that what you can do to maintain peace improve your life together, I
would like to inform you that please organize as soon as a Manglik Shanti Yagna and
Mahamrituanjay Yagna for husband to save your married life and to get help on his health. I
would also advise you to wear a 7 carat Gomed in silver ring on middle finger of right hand on
a Saturdaytill January 2026 and also wear a Shree Yantra Pendent, which would enhance
stability in your life as we as increase intimacy with him.
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 Your third Question:
Considering our current situation due to my husband’s current situation- his mental condition, no
money, hard to get in to his desired career, when is the best time to have children?
 Our Answer:
Regarding your above question, I would like to inform you that if you would get the message of
my answer of your previous two questions then it this point of time this question is not having
much meaning in your current married life.
Hence, I would advise you to please wait for the time period till August 2021, when your husband
would come out of negative planetary influence and could see some improvement on his health.
Otherwise, definitely I would not advise to plan to conceive and have child at least till July 2019
when you would face sub period of Ketu and he would have the sub period of Mars till January
2019.
However, the favourable and supportive time to conceive and have children would also get started
after July 2019 as per your birth chart and after August 2021, as per the birth chart of your
husband. Hence, I would advise you to please wait for the right time, let this negative and
challenging time for his health and your married life should pass. Then only you should plan to
conceive and have children in your married life.
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Recommendation of Most Suitable Astrological Remedies
I have already suggested you remedial measures for both of you at the end of the answer of your
2nd question. So, please try to follow the same to bring improvement on his health first and then
peace and happiness in your married life.
In order to have an idea about these remedies, please click on the following links:

MANGLIK SHANTI YAGNA:
http://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/personalised_manglik_yagna.asp
MAHA MRITYUNJAYA YAJNA:
http://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/personalised_mahamritunjai_yagna.asp
HESSONITE/GOMED: https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_hessonite.asp
SHRI YANTRA PENDANT: https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/shri_yantra_pendent.asp

May God grant you peace, prosperity and happiness in life.
With Warm Regards
Dr. J N Pandey
Chief Astrologer
Please read https://www.cyberastro.com/asp/disclaimer.asp
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